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SUMMARY
The positive influence of the laser treating on the decrease of power losses of many soft magnetic materials (as well as
nanocrystalline FINEMET) is well known. The surface defects can cause refinement of the domain structure producing small
domains with movable domain walls. Such a refinement is one of the ways how to reduce dynamic loss at higher frequencies
which is dominant in the total power loss. What is the role of surface defects caused by the excimer laser treatment on the
bulk and surface-layer coercivity, domain structure and anisotropy, that is the question which we would like to answer in this
article.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

FINEMET
(Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si13.5B9)
is
a
nanocrystalline material with excellent soft
magnetic properties [1]. Though the losses are very
low compared to other crystalline metallic soft
magnets, the fraction of the frequency dependent
dynamic losses in FINEMET is high [2] and this
fact offers a large potential for further
improvement.
Experimental results [3-5] show that laser treatment is
one of way how to reduce the power losses of soft
magnetic materials, especially of FINEMET.
2.

The arrangement of pitted lines is shown in Fig. 1,
and micrographs of circular pits (observed by SEM)
of two examples of various arrangement are shown in
Fig. 2.

EXPERIMENTAL

The amorphous Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si13.5B9 ribbons (14.9
mm wide and 21µm thick) used for surface
modification experiments were supplied by
Vacuumschmelze
(Hanau).
For
magnetic
measurements and domain observations we cut 110
mm long and approximately 2.77 mm wide samples
out of these ribbons. Since the nanocrystallization
leads to the embrittlement of material, the laser
treatment was performed prior to the heat treatment
on the non-wheel side of the samples. A set of
parallel grooves (60 m wide and a 12 µm deep) or
pitted lines (each pit is 12 µm deep) perpendicular to
the sample’s longitudinal direction and with various
spacing was produced on the non-wheel side of the
ribbon surface, by multiple overlapping pulses of
XeCl-excimer laser radiation.

Fig. 1. Arrangement of pitted lines. x-spacing of
pitted lines, y-the distance between two pits, zdiameter of the pit.

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of circular pits on the
sample a) with small pit`s density (x=10 mm, y=150
m), b) with high pit`s density (x=2 mm, y=50 m).

The surface treated samples were annealed in
evacuated quartz tubes at 580 oC for one hour and
then quenched in a water bath at room temperature.
Saturated hysteresis loops (in a maximum field of 16
kA/m) of about 50 nm thick surface layers were
measured on the non-wheel side of ribbons by a dc
hysteresisgraph based on the transversal Kerr effect
and the coercivity was calculated from these loops
[6]. The measured area was 2.77  1 mm2 (width of
sample 1 mm along the ribbon axis). To detect the
influence of laser treatment on the bulk magnetic
properties we have used a dc fluxmeter based
hysteresisgraph enabling to measure hysteresis loops
in magnetic fields up to 20 kA/m. From these loops
we calculated bulk coercivity. The power losses were
measured in a frequency range from 3.2 Hz to 20 kHz
at different polarisations using a computer controlled
digital hysteresis recorder [4]. Large domains on the
non-wheel side were visualised by a computercontrolled set-up based on the Kerr effect [7]. Small
domains near circular pits were investigated by means
of a JEOL JSM 840 scanning electron microscope
using backscattered electron imaging mode [8].
3.

POWER LOSSES

It was found that decrease of the losses by laser
surface treatment can not be archived if the depth of
the defect is smaller than half of the ribbon’s
thickness regardless if grooves or discrete pits are
used [4].

4.

BULK AND SURFACE-LAYER
COERCIVITY

Because the grooves produced by excimer laser are
only a few µm deep, no significant influence of the
laser treatment on the bulk coercivity was observed.
The depth of the grooves is larger than the
thickness of the surface layer participating in the
reflection of the light used to measure the surface
layer hysteresis loop, and that is why we can expect
that laser treatment can influence the surface-layer
coercivity significantly. Fig. 4 shows the
dependence of the surface-layer coercivity
measured on the non-wheel side along the ribbon
axis in 1 mm steps. We can see that the coercivity
increases steeply in the area of the laser produced
lines, reaching the values approximately four times
larger than in the area between these laser lines [9].

D. Ramin et al. [4] have found that power losses of
laser-treated in comparison with untreated
FINEMET at a maximum polarisation of 0.9 T
versus frequency, fig.3. The circular pits of treated
sample had a distance of 150 m on a line with
a line spacing of 10 mm. It can be seen that the
losses at low frequencies are increased due to the
surface laser treatment whereas at higher
frequencies the losses of the untreated sample are
lower than those of the laser-treated ones. This is
caused by the decrease of dynamic losses by
surface treatment, which become dominant at
frequencies above 600 Hz. [4]
Fig. 4. The dependence of the surface-layer
coercivity measured on the non-wheel side along
the ribbon axis of FINEMET with perpendicular
scratched lines produced by excimer laser with 5
mm spacing. Arrows show the positions of
scratched lines [9].

Fig.3. Total power losses of surface treated (s) and
untreated (u) samples and their relative deviation
vs. frequency [4].

The dependence of the bulk coercivity on the
reciprocal value of the spacing of pitted lines is
shown in Fig. 5. The rise of the coercivity with the
increase of the density of the pitted lines is attributed
to the increase in the number of pits, which play the
role of pinning centres [10].
The surface-layer coercivity near the scratched
grooves produced by laser treatment is larger than in
the area between them (Fig. 4). Therefore we
expected to find the same periodical variations (due to
the presence of pitted lines) in the surface-layer
coercivity scanned along the ribbon.

7., observed both with longitudinal and transverse
magnetooptical sensitivity. This is because the
magnetization vector in these domains is oriented
oblique to the ribbon axis and its orientation changes
continuously between two pitted lines.
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Fig. 5. The dependence of the bulk coercivity on the
reciprocal value of the spacing of pitted lines.
However, no such variations were found. This would
mean that the domain structure of ribbons with pits is
probably very different from that observed on ribbons
with grooves and our aim was to prove this
assumption [10].
5.

b)

DOMAIN STRUCTURE

The domain structure on the surface treated
FINEMET ribbon (Fig. 6) differs from the domain
structure of the non-treated sample [11], which
consists of wide (few 100 m) domains, separated
by 180 domain walls.
The excimer laser treatment removes material of the
ribbon surface without any other influence (as for
example a mechanical stress or crystallization) on
the sample. The grooves perpendicular to the ribbon
axes prepared by laser treatment produce local
demagnetizing field in the surface layer and they
also change the domain structure in the area near to
the lines. In the middle part between two scratched
lines wide domains with the magnetic polarization
vector oblique to the ribbon axis are present. As a
consequence of demagnetization field, narrow
domains with in-plane lying magnetic polarization
vector perpendicular to the ribbon axis are present
near the scratched lines. The domain structure
shows that no additional stresses are caused by the
excimer laser treatment. The magnetization process
is realized in the middle part between two scratched
lines by the movement of domain walls, that is why
the surface coercivity is lower than in the area of
scratched lines where the magnetization process is
realized by the rotation of the magnetic polarization
vector. The influence of perpendicular domains
(with non-moving walls) on the bulk magnetization
process is negligible, because no difference
between the bulk dc coercivity of treated and nontreated samples was detected. [9]
Wide domains are also visible in domain patterns of
FINEMET with pitted lines (with 10 mm spacing,
consisting of pits with diameter of 50 m with
a separation of 150 m), perpendicular to the ribbon
axes visible in the bottom third of the sample in Fig.

Fig. 6. The domain structure on the non-wheel side
of FINEMET ribbon with perpendicularly scratched
lines. The perpendicular narrow domains are near to
the scratched lines and oblique domains are in the
middle part between two scratched lines. Sensitivity
axes are along the ribbon axis a) and perpendicular
to the ribbon axis b). Arrows show the positions of
scratched lines.

a)

b)

Fig. 7. The domain structure of the laser-treated
FINEMET ribbon in the demagnetizing state
influenced by pitted line, observed by means of the
Kerr technique. Arrows indicate the magnetooptical
sensitivity axes ().

This change in orientation is seen as a change in
contrast. Approximately in the middle between two
lines the orientation of the magnetization vector is
exactly parallel to the ribbon axis. In this area the
contrast between two domains, observed with
transverse sensitivity, disappears (see  in Fig. 7b).
It is evident from Fig. 7a, taken with longitudinal
sensitivity, that the presence of pitted lines does not
significantly influence the size of longitudinal
component of the magnetization vector in wide
domains. On the other hand, it is seen in Fig. 7b,
taken with transverse sensitivity, that the transverse
component of the magnetization vector changes
discontinuously its orientation at the pitted line. We
can suppose that the pitted line divides wide domains
into two parts (at least in the surface layer).
Small domains (few 10 m wide), with 180 domain
walls are formed near to laser ablated circular pits and
they are the product of domain refinement
(branching) [11]. These domains are visible only in
picture taken with longitudinal sensitivity (Fig. 7a)
and that is why we suppose that the magnetization
vector in these domains is oriented antiparallel to the
surrounding wide domains. For the detailed
observation of small domains it is more suitable to
investigate them by SEM, which can visualize also
domain walls, Fig. 8.

energy of the small domains is smaller than the
reduction of the energy of the magnetic field in the
pit. The size of such a small domain (a model is in
Fig. 9) is determined by the total energy minimum.

Fig. 9. The model of the small domain in close
proximity to circular pit (d is the diameter of the
pit, parameters of the domain are length l, height h
and maximum width a).
From the condition for minimizing the total energy
we have calculated the length and the total energy of
the small domain [13]:
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In Eqs. (1, 2) we used the expression for the energy of
the domain wall per unit area:

 w  2 Aex . K
where K

Fig. 8. The small domain produced by domain
branching near to the circular pit, observed by SEM.
The absence of domains typical for areas with
induced stresses (zig-zag domains) in close proximity
to circular pits allows us to state that the circular pits
produced by laser treatment do not introduce
mechanical stresses which would influence the
domain structure.
At the edge of the nanocrystalline ribbon transverse
narrow domains are present. Similar domains formed
due to the mechanical stresses at the edge of the
ribbon were investigated in as-quenched FINEMET
[12].
Formation of small domains on opposite sides of
the pit along the longitudinal axis of the ribbon as a
product of domain branching is possible if the total

denotes the effective anisotropy constant

calculated according the random anisotropy model
3 [14]. The anisotropy
given by K  K14 d 6 / Aex
constant of FeSi grains of FINEMET is
K1  8000 J / m 3 ,
the
exchange
constant
Aex  10  11 J / m , the grain diameter d  10 nm ,
the thickness of the domain wall  w  2,7 m [15]
and putting all required constants in Eqs. (1) and (2)
we have obtained the length l 0  763 m and total
energy of the domain E tot  7.96 x10 8 J . The
0
calculated length of the domain is in a good
agreement with the observed one [13].

6.

INDUCED ANISOTROPY

The domain patterns of laser-non-treated FINEMET
consist of wide, slightly wavy domains, parallel to
the longitudinal ribbon axis that are separated by
180o domain walls [16], while the domain structure
of samples is significantly influenced by laser
treatment (circular pits with 150 m diameter, with
separation of 200 m), Fig.10.

a)

number of movable domain walls, but on the other
hand they are wider, it means, the coercivity rises
with the density of circular pits, which act as the
domain wall pinning centres.

b)

Fig. 10. The domain structure of the laser-treated
FINEMET ribbon in the remanent state, observed by
means of the Kerr technique, width of domains a=1.5
mm. The magnetooptical sensitivity axes are
indicated by arrows ().
The domains with the in-plane magnetic
polarization vector with dominant component
perpendicular to the ribbon axis are created as a
consequence of the strong demagnetizing field
produced by circular pits. We assume that this
demagnetizing field produces anisotropy, with the
easy axis perpendicular to the ribbon axis, which is
stronger than the form anisotropy of the relatively
long, narrow ribbon. As a consequence of the both
mentioned anisotropies, the wide transverse stripe
domains, with 180o domain walls, are formed in the
middle part of the ribbon. The closure domains
were created at the edge of the ribbon to decrease
the magnetostatic energy [17]. The influence of the
laser formed pits on the creation of these wide
domains is evident not only in the close proximity
of the pits but almost along the sample.
The shape and tilting of the hysteresis loops of the
treated is compared with the shape and tilting of the
hysteresis loop of the nontreated sample, Fig. 11.a).
The shape of the hysteresis loop of the laser-treated
sample is “wavy”, because the magnetization
process is realized simultaneously by domain wall
displacement of the domain with large
perpendicular component of spontaneous magnetic
polarization vector and rotation of spontaneous
polarization vector within magnetic field range in
which for FINEMET is typical only rotation of
spontaneous magnetization polarization vector. The
hysteresis loop of non treated samples is steeper,
because its domain structures consist of larger

Fig 11. a) The hysterseis loops of the non-treated
and laser-treated FINEMET. b) Corresponding
magnetic anisotropy distributions of the non-treated
and laser-treated FINEMET.
Based on the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, the
distribution of magnetic anisotropy can be obtained
from the second derivative of the magnetization
curve [18, 19], provided that the easy axes are
oriented at right angles to the applied magnetic
field. From the second derivative of the
magnetization curve of both non-treated and lasertreated samples we have obtained the magnetic
anisotropy distribution.
P H    H
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,
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M
is the macroscopic reduced
MS
magnetization of the sample and H is the applied
field.
Fig.11.b)
shows
anisotropy
distribution
corresponding to the demagnetization curve (a part
of hysteresis loop between remanence and

where

m

saturation) of both samples. The shape of the
magnetic anisotropy distribution P(H) for lasertreated sample consist of two peaks. The additional
peak (in comparison with the non-treated sample)
occurs at lower magnetic field of H  29 A / m .
Using equation 2 K   0 M S H K we have
calculated the value of the constant of the induced
transverse
magnetic
anisotropy
to
be

[2]
[3]

K

KU  18 J / m 3 This means that the anisotropy
induced by laser treatment is comparable to the
anisotropy induced by annealing in transverse

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

magnetic field, which has the value of 15 J / m 3 ,
the magnetic anisotropy is 24 J / m 3 [20].
The calculated laser-induced anisotropy constant
can be used for the calculation of domain width,
expessed by the equation [17]
a

 3b
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(4)

Aex  10 11 J / m ),
about
KU  19 J / m 3 is
1.52mm , which is in a good agreement with the
width of domains observed in the remanent state
(Fig. 10).

CONCLUSION

Investigating the influence of laser treatment on
magnetic properties of FINEMET we obtained that:
- The grooves and the pits arranged into the line
perpendicular to the ribbon axis produced by
excimer laser act as sources of demagnetizing
field without any other harmful influence on
the domain structure.
- The circular pits represent pinning centres for
domain wall motions.
- In the close proximity to the circular pits the
demagnetizing field causes domain branching
producing one small domain with reverse
oriented magnetization vector. This domain
branching is responsible for the reduction of
losses at higher frequencies
- Demagnetizing field created by the pits
produces anisotropy perpendicular to the
ribbon causes perpendicular anisotropy which
is comparable to the anisotropy induced in
Finemet by annealing in transverse magnetic
field.
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